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Buehler Hosts Wilson Hardness Testing Days November 4-5, 2020 Virtual Webinars on Best Practices of Hardness Testing
Tue, October 6, 2020, 4:00 AM PDT

Buehler, an ITW Company is hosting Wilson Hardness Days, November 4-5, 2020. This
virtual educational program includes two half days of an immersion into Hardness
Testing, Calibration, the Latest on Hardness Testers and DiaMet™ Software. It is ideal for
quality control in manufacturing of parts or products from metals, metal alloys,
ceramics, composites and others. Industries such as automotive, aerospace, heat treat,
medical, surface coatings, metals fabrication and others rely on hardness tests to assure
quality. Hardness Days is part of the centennial anniversary celebration of Buehler's
Wilson hardness tester product line and is oﬀered complimentary to all.
LAKE BLUFF, Ill., Oct. 6, 2020 /PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- Buehler, An ITW Company is
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sponsoring Wilson Hardness Days November 4-5, 2020, two days jam-packed with online
topics ranging from hardness testing, fundamentals to best practices, equipment calibration
and more. This virtual educational program includes two half days of an immersion into
Hardness Testing, Calibration, the Latest on Hardness Testers and DiaMet™ Software.
Hardness Days is part of the centennial anniversary celebration of Buehler's Wilson
hardness tester product line and is oﬀered complimentary to all.
Dr. Mike Keeble, US Labs and Technology Manager and Dr. Evans Mogire, EU Labs and
Technology Manager have planned educational programs for both beginners and
experienced lab technicians. Along with other Buehler experts they will share their
knowledge on key hardness testing topics that will be of interest to Materials Labs at
Universities, Research & Development Centers, Metallurgical Testers and Production Quality
Control laboratories in many industries including automotive, aerospace, defense, and
metals.

See How To Trade Penny Stocks

Dr. Keeble states, "As we celebrate Wilson, the hardness brand within Buehler, we want to

Get this free book and see how you
can get started as a penny stock
trader.

mark this year with something special. Many customers can't travel to trade shows or our
Solutions Centers to see the machines in action, so along with many other activities we
decided to bring the lab to them with technical and educational webinars and now the
Hardness Days event."

Story continues

Our goal is to create a safe and engaging place for users to connect over interests and passions. In order to improve our
community experience, we are temporarily suspending article commenting.
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GE’s stock falls oﬀ a cliﬀ after ‘Wells notice’ disclosure
Shares of General Electric Co. took a sudden dive Tuesday afternoon, after the industrial conglomerate
disclosed that the Securities and Exchange Commission is considering civil action against the company
for possible securities law violations.
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Strong Insider Buying Could Indicate a Bottom in These 3 Stocks
The stock markets are all about timing. Whether your investment strategy is bullish or bearish, what
matters is making the right moves at the right time. This is the truth at the heart of the old Wall Street
cliché that bulls and bears make money, while pigs get slaughtered. If you get greedy, and start chasing…
money, you’ll overlook the signs that tell you when to buy or sell. Smart investors will be looking for
reliable signs that will indicate a stock’s likely movement. In volatile times like these, those signs are more
necessary than ever. One signal that has been correlated with a stock’s future performance is insider
activity. This makes sense. Insiders, the corporate oﬃcers charged with running a company and
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with the most bullish insider sentiment. Plus all the insiders are ranked so you can make sure you follow
only the insiders that are actually making money. With this in mind, here is the scoop on three beatendown stocks that have seen recent multi-million purchase activity. Liberty Global PLC (LILA)First on our
list
is a major
telecom
Investor's
Business
Dailycompany in the Western Hemisphere, Liberty Latin America. The company has its
hands in broadband internet, mobile services, telephone services, and broadcast video, along with other
Dow Jones Futures Jump 200 Points On New Trump Stimulus Tweets; Apple's New iPhone
entertainment services, and its main presence reﬂects its name: it is most active in Chile, Colombia,
Set For Reveal
Central America, Puerto Rico, and the Caribbean. Liberty Latin America is also active in Florida, where
Dow Jones futures were in focus after the new stock market rally sold oﬀ on President Trump's stimulus
there is a large minority population drawn from these regions.The COVID crisis has had a heavy impact on
tweets. The new Apple iPhone is set for reveal.
LILA’s performance. The company’s ﬁnancials hit bottom in April, at the beginning of Q2, when positive
ﬁrst quarter performance turned south. Q2 ended with a sequential revenue loss of 8.9%, and deep net
loss in EPS. Share prices started falling at the end of February and beginning of March, and have failed to
regain traction since. The stock is down 52% year-to-date.But management is conﬁdent that business is
MoneyWise
returning to normal. And that conﬁdence attracted some strong insider buys during the Latin American
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million shares for a
$21,149,572. Fellow Board member John Malone made the second largest purchase, of 2.74 million shares
for $19,559,030. And ﬁnally, President and CEO Michael Fries, of the original parent company Liberty
Global, bought 172,196 shares for $1.229,479. These purchases, along with several smaller, pushed the
insider sentiment on LILA shares strongly positive.This was noted by Benchmark’s 5-star analyst Matthew
Harrigan, who wrote, “…we believe LILA executed well against its business plan despite operating
performance that has been hampered by COVID-19 dislocations, especially in Chile. LILA also focuses on
MarketWatch
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average price target of $14.39 suggests a 63% upside in the coming year. (See LILA stock analysis on
while the S&P 500 has gained 4%.
TipRanks)Continental Resources (CLR)Next on our list is a player in the North American oil and gas
industry. Continental produced 340K barrel of oil equivalent per day last year, producing over $4.63
Ad
• Stansberry
Research The company operates in Oklahoma, but its major presence is in the Bakken
billion
in total revenue.
formation of North Dakota and Montana.Falling prices and falling demand during 1H20 hurt the
Man who Called ’08 Crisis Predicts “Cash Frenzy”
company, as the COVID pandemic put massive downward pressure on the economy. Revenues slipped to
America’s ﬁnancial system has been turned upside down. And as a result, something extraordinary is
just $175 million in Q2, generating a net EPS loss of 71 cents. But there is a rebound as the economy
brewing in the stock market. Full story here.
restarts, and the outlook for Q3 is better – a projected EPS loss of 27 cents. The company is in the midst
of streamlining operations, shutting down unproductive wells to cut costs and focus eﬀorts on the most
proﬁtable activities. Sliding 63% year-to-date, one board member sees better days ahead. Harold Hamm
spent over $9.74 million buying up 769,235 shares in the company. His move made the net insider
Oilprice.com
sentiment positive on CLR stock.MKM analysts John Gerdes believes the stock is undervalued at current
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guidance..."Gerdes sets his price target at $20, implying a 58% upside for the coming year, which fully
backs his Buy recommendation. (To watch Gerdes’ track record, click here)The overall view on CLR stock
is cautious; Wall Street’s analyst consensus rating is a Hold, based on 12 reviews breaking down to 3 Buy,
7 Holds, and 2 Sells. However, the average price target is $16.54, suggesting a 30% one-year upside from
Yahoo
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the current
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general slowdown in economic activity, especially in retail, was a hard blow. Q2 number reﬂected that,
with the top line at just $25 million and EPS deep in negative territory with a 69-cent net loss. Share price
has been volatile, and has not yet recovered from losses sustained early in the crisis. UEPS is down 20%
U.S.News & World Report
from its peak in early February.There are some bright spots. The outlook for Q3 is better, with the EPS
Chevron vs. Exxon: Which Is a Better Buy?
loss projected at just 9 cents. And the company ended the second quarter with no debt and unrestricted
Oil behemoths Chevron Corp. (ticker: CVX) and Exxon Mobil Corp. ( XOM) have struggled in 2020 as the beaten-down sector faced many challenges
cash on hand of $218 million. This puts UEPS in a strong position to rebound as the economy starts
as demand shrunk rapidly this spring, tanking crude oil prices. Oil prices dipped again recently and are hovering around $40 a barrel. Both oil
revving again.Turning to the insider trades, Anthony Ball of the Board of Directors has the most recent
companies are good buys for their traditional base of investors who seek yield and dividends, says Bruce Bullock, director of the Maguire Energy…
informative buy. Last week, he purchased over 350,024 shares, laying out $1.2 million for the stock.Rajiv
Institute at Southern Methodist University's Cox School of Business.
Sharma, of B. Riley FBR, has written the only recent review of UEPS on ﬁle, and he is upbeat on the stock.
“We believe UEPS’ long-term investment portfolio holds solid promise, especially its MobiKwik
investment in India and despite their illiquid status. Despite ST COVIDrelated setbacks to UEPS’ operating
business
in South
Ad • The Motley
FoolAfrica, we believe it holds promise as a valuable business given its hold on micro
lending and a sizable potential subscriber market in South Africa. There is a good chance that UEPS could
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the current
share
of $3.44. (To watch Sharma’s track record, click here)To ﬁnd good ideas for stocks
trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks’ Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that unites all
of TipRanks’ equity insights.Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the
featured analysts. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very
Fox Business
important to do your own analysis before making any investment.

Loan forgiveness underway for SBA's Paycheck Protection Program
The Small Business Administration is in the process of forgiving potentially millions of loans under the Paycheck Protection Program that were
approved to support small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic, expecting the process will proceed eﬃciently.

MarketWatch

My husband of 20 years is having an aﬀair. He told friends he wants a divorce and does
NOT want to pay alimony. What should I do?
‘There is a huge pay gap between us, as my husband has more education and has an uninterrupted work
history as he has continued to climb the corporate ladder.’

TheStreet.com

Stimulus Checks, Amazon, General Electric - 5 Things You Must Know Wednesday
President Trump says he will consider alternative aid measures such as a new round of stimulus checks and the Paycheck Protection Program; Tech
giants wield monopoly power, House report ﬁnds; GE gets a Wells Notice.
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Do This Instead of Cleaning Gutters (It's Genius)
Why gutter cleaning companies hide this from homeowners! See for yourself how you can easily stop
gutter cleaning for life and increase home value.

Investopedia

Top Electric Car Stocks for Q4 2020
These are the electric car stocks with the best value, fastest growth, and most momentum for Q4 2020.

Investor's Business Daily

Supplier For Electric-Car Boom Soars 300% So Far This Month
Westwater Resources soared afresh as the rare earths miner lauded President Trump's support for
building domestic supplies of critical battery materials.

Fox Business

Walmart launches health insurance plans in time for Medicare open enrollment
Walmart is entering the health insurance business, just in time for those signing up for Medicare open
enrollment this fall.

Ad • LendGo

2.25% FIXED Mortgage Reﬁ, No Hidden Fees/Points
Our technology will match you with the best lenders at super low rates. Trusted by over 15 million. Save
thousands each year. 2.39% APR
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Nokia (NOK): 100 5G Deals Fail to Cover up One Big Miss
With the ramping up of global 5G networks, Nokia (NOK) is staking a claim to be one of the ﬁeld’s main
players. The Finnish company was once one of the world’s leading mobile phone makers, but that was
long ago and over recent years has reinvented itself as a telecom equipment provider. The move appear…
to be paying oﬀ as it has just notched its 100th 5G deal.While Raymond James analyst Simon Leopold
considers hitting the milestone as “great progress,” the analyst has reservations about Nokia becoming
one of the leaders in an industry expected to boom as the new decade progresses.“We continue to
regard
5G as an investment theme, but with the recent loss at Verizon, Nokia's Mobility unit continues to
Bloomberg
face challenges,” the 4-star analyst said. “We will monitor progress with its expanding chip portfolio (Reef
Wells Fargo Eliminates More Than 700 Jobs in Commercial Banking
Shark) and look forward to hearing from the new CEO regarding his vision for the company.”Last month,
(Bloomberg) -- Wells Fargo & Co. cut more than 700 commercial-banking jobs as it embarks on workforce
Nokia lost out to Samsung to be Verizon’s supplier of choice for 5G equipment. Samsung has stated its
reductions that could ultimately number in the tens of thousands, according to people with knowledge of
goal is to reach 20% of market share by next year. While Leopold considers this “as a stretch goal,” he
the matter.The terminations aﬀected positions across the division, the people said, asking not to be…
nevertheless believes “Nokia likely loses several points of market share.”Despite signing oﬀ on 17 new 5G
identiﬁed discussing details of internal decisions. The unit oﬀers a variety of services to businesses that
deals in Q3, Nokia is actually losing market share in the mobility market. According to Dell'Oro, over the
typically have more than $5 million in annual sales. Katie Ellis, a company spokeswoman, conﬁrmed that
TTM (twelve trailing months), Nokia had a grip on 20% of the market, down from 21% in 2019 and 24% in
at least some reductions have occurred.“We are at the beginning of a multiyear eﬀort to build a stronger,
2017. In fact, Leopold points out “the shift toward 5G has degraded Nokia's position.”While the company
more eﬃcient company for our customers, employees, communities and shareholders,” Ellis said in a
U.S.News & World Report
held 18% of 5G market share in 2019, that ﬁgure has dropped to 15% over the TTM.“The trend stimulates
statement. “As part of this work, we will have impacts, including job reductions, in nearly all of our
10 Momentum Stocks Millennials Are questions
Buying inregarding
Q4
a suﬃcient scale to remain competitive,” Leopold summed up.As a result, the analyst
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job cuts this year after a number of top ﬁrms said they would try to oﬀer workers stability during the
have been extremely active so far this year.comes to consensus opinion among sell-side analysts. Out of 7 analysts tracked in the last 3 months, 3
pandemic. Firms including Citigroup Inc., Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and JPMorgan Chase & Co. have since
are bullish on NOK stock, while 4 remain sidelined. With a potential upside of 32%, the stock's consensus
made targeted reductions.Read more: Goldman to resume job cuts as banks abandon Covid
target price stands at $5.16. (See Nokia stock analysis on TipRanks)To ﬁnd good ideas for stocks trading
moratoriumSan Francisco-based Wells Fargo is under heightened pressure to spend less after slashing its
at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks’ Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that unites all of
dividend and reporting a quarterly loss earlier this year. Chief Executive Oﬃcer Charlie Scharf, who took
TipRanks’ equity insights.Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the
over
in 2019,| Search
has repeatedly
lamented the ﬁrm’s high expenses and pledged to eventually trim at least
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tens of thousands in future years.Wells Fargo is taking a number of actions to get expenses in line with
The cost of medicare plans may come as a pleasant surprise. Look for medicare plan f prices.
peers and hasn’t yet set targets for total job reductions, Ellis said. The bank expects “to reduce the size
of our workforce through a combination of attrition, the elimination of open roles and job
displacements,” she said.For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to
stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.
Bloomberg

The Unemployed Trader Who Became a $700 Million Exile
(Bloomberg) -- When Sanjay Shah lost his job during the ﬁnancial crisis more than a decade ago, he was
one of thousands of mid-level traders suddenly out of work.Shah didn’t take long to get back into the
game, setting up his own fund targeting gaps in dividend-tax laws. Within a few years, he charted a…
spectacular rise from trading-ﬂoor obscurity to amassing as much as $700 million and a property
portfolio that stretched from Regent’s Park in his native London to Dubai. He commanded a 62-foot
yacht and booked Drake, Elton John and Jennifer Lopez to play for an autism charity he’d
founded.Fueling
his ascent were what he maintains were legal, if ultimately controversial, Cum-Ex trades.
Reuters
Transactions like these exploited legal loopholes across Europe, allowing traders to repeatedly reap
Tesla's quarterly report could land Musk another $3 billion
dividend tax refunds on a single holding of stock. The deals proved hugely lucrative for those involved -The electric car maker on Tuesday saw the six-month average of its stock market value hit $250 billion, a
except, of course, for the governments that paid up billions. German lawmakers have called it the
milestone toward triggering the fourth of 12 tranches of options to buy Tesla stock at a discount, granted
greatest tax heist in history.Denmark, which is trying to recoup some 12.7 billion krone ($2 billion), or
to the billionaire in his 2018 pay package. Musk's compensation is exclusively made up of a series of…
close to 1% of its gross domestic product, says the entire enterprise was a charade. Its lawyers are
potential stock options rewards based on market capitalization and operational goals. To secure Musk's
seeking to gain access to bank records that they maintain will prove that point. Authorities have now
fourth tranche, Tesla still must hit a goal related to revenue or proﬁtability, and that could happen in the
frozen much of Shah’s fortune and he’s ﬁghting lawsuits and criminal probes in several countries. His
company's third-quarter report, the date of which has yet to be announced.
lawyers have told him he’ll be arrested if he leaves the Gulf city for Europe, though he’s yet to be
TipRanks
charged.But in a series of recent interviews from his $4.5 million home in Dubai, Shah was
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